POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY FORUM
(Purpose: To hold the Chief Constable to account and
to enable issues to be discussed and decisions made in public)

Monday 1st October 2018 at 2 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Filby Room, Building 1, Norfolk Constabulary, Jubilee House,
Falconers Chase, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW
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attend the meeting, please contact the OPCCN (details overleaf) prior to the meeting.
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Enquiries to:
OPCCN
Building 8, Jubilee House,
Falconers Chase, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW
Direct Dial: 01953 424455
Email: opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
如果您希望把这份资料翻译为国语，请致电01953
424455或发电子邮件至：opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
联系诺福克警察和犯罪事务专员办公室。
Если вы хотите получить данный документ на русском языке, пожалуйста,
обратитесь в Управление полиции и комиссии по рассмотрению правонарушений в
графстве Норфолк по тел. 01953 424455 или по электронной почте:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk

Se desejar obter uma cópia deste documento em português, por favor contacte o
Gabinete do Comissário da Polícia e Crimes através do 01953 424455 ou pelo e-mail:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Jei šio dokumento kopiją norėtumėte gauti lietuvių kalba, prašome susisiekti su Policijos
ir nusikalstamumo komisarų tarnyba Norfolko grafystėje (Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk) telefonu 01953 424455 arba elektroninio pašto adresu
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Jeśli chcieliby Państwo otrzymać kopię niniejszego dokumentu w języku polskim, prosimy
skontaktować się z władzami policji hrabstwa Norfolk (Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk) pod numerem 01953 424455 lub pisać na:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
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AGENDA ITEM: 3

MINUTES OF THE POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY FORUM MEETING
HELD ON TUESDAY 31ST JULY 2018 AT 2:00 P.M.
FILBY ROOM, BUILDING 1, NORFOLK CONSTABULARY, JUBILEE HOUSE,
FALCONERS CHASE, WYMONDHAM, NORFOLK, NR18 0WW

1.

Attendance:
Mr L Green

Police and Crime Commissioner, OPCCN

Also in attendance:
Mr S Bailey
Mr N Dean
Mr P Sanford
Mr M Stokes
Ms S Lister
Dr G Thompson
Mr M Barsby
Mr J Mann

Chief Constable, Norfolk Constabulary
Deputy
Chief
Constable,
Norfolk
Constabulary
Assistant
Chief
Constable,
Norfolk
Constabulary
Chief Executive, OPCCN
Director – Performance and Scrutiny
Director – Policy and Commissioning
Director – Communication and Engagement
Performance and Scrutiny Assistant

Apologies for Absence:
Apologies received for ACC Simon Megicks and CFO John Hummersone.

2.

Declarations of Personal and/or Prejudicial Interests:
There were none received.
To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 14th May 2018

3.

The Minutes were approved. The following updates were provided to the
actions arising from the previous meeting:
•

the PCC asked for updates to be provided on the following actions from the
previous meeting:
• the PCC requested for a report on KSI figures to be provided to him.
The Chief Constable stated that this report would be available for a
future meeting. The PCC suggested the October meeting, and the
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Chief Constable agreed. ACTION: for a report on KSI figures to be
provided to the PCC at the October Police Accountability Forum
meeting. The Chief Constable also reported that levels of confidence
in police doing a good job were good, and statistics showed that the
Constabulary was performing well compared to previous years where
previous policing models were used

4.

•

the PCC queried confidence levels of policing in Norfolk, as it was
previously reported that Norfolk was ranked 4th in terms of confidence
in policing, and in the top quartile for many other areas last year. The
Chief Constable announced that Norfolk was now ranked 8th in terms
of public confidence in policing, to which the PCC questioned why this
was the case. The Chief Constable clarified that he would update the
PCC later in the meeting

•

the PCC requested for performance measures to include comparisons
against national figures and narrative descriptions to complement the
data. The PCC noted that narrative had been included with this set of
performance measures in the reports and expressed his desire that
that this should continue

•

the PCC asked for HMIC recommendations to be tabled as an agenda
item for a future Strategic Governance Board (SGB) meeting. The
Chief Constable stated that this would occur at a later SGB meeting

•

the PCC requested for an update on the Athena system to be tabled at
a future SGB meeting. The Chief Constable replied saying that this
would be tabled at a future SGB meeting

•

the PCC asked for the Chief Constable to update the PCC on progress
of the use of Checkpoint for offender management at a future meeting.
The Chief Constable stated that this would be tabled for a future Police
Accountability Forum meeting

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money’

The Chief Constable presented the report, which outlined the Constabulary’s
progress on the Strategic Objectives for Priority seven of the Police and Crime
Plan. The report presented by the Chief Constable also includes the latest
Estates Strategy update at Appendix A, the performance measures for ‘Good
Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money’ at Appendix B, and the 2018/19 budget
monitoring report at Appendix C.
The key points discussed were:
•

the Chief Constable outlined the current development of the Norfolk 2020
review. He reported that during the month of June, 9,518 999 calls were
answered; they were answered on average in four seconds and 90.1% were
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answered within target. For 101 calls the Chief Constable stated that the
Constabulary answered on average in four minutes and four seconds, there
were 18,620 calls in June and 37.7% were answered within target. The Chief
Constable added that this was a good news story and that all challenges
relating to 2020 were being addressed. The Chief Constable then proceeded
to state that Norfolk Constabulary was one of the few forces to receive an
Outstanding HMIC grade for efficiency. He added that this was delivered
because of the new policing model introduced, and also mentioned that the
new telephony system contributed towards Norfolk Constabulary’s efficiency
•

the Chief Constable mentioned that the Norfolk 2020 model went live on 1st
April, with new officers being introduced as a result. Neighbourhood teams
were nearly fully resourced, beat managers were now in post and Op
Moonshot was being used in Norwich. The Chief Constable also outlined the
work of Operation Solve and mentioned that the Operation Solve team was
now dealing with criminal damage cases. The Chief Constable described
Operation Solve as being important for officers who have restricted duties and
vital for reducing the demand in the control room

•

the Chief Constable announced that the Constabulary website had received a
revamp which had improved usability and allowed for easier reporting of
crimes online. There was now an average of 10 crimes a day being reported
through the Norfolk Constabulary website which had led to a reduction in calls
to the control room. The Chief Constable also announced the induction of 80
student officers who, after completion of training, would become full time
police officers

•

the Chief Constable reiterated how he was pleased with how Norfolk 2020
had been rolled out. He outlined that Norfolk Constabulary had one of the
highest detection rates of crime, confidence levels in policing were higher than
they had been for a number of years and suggested that members of the
public will start to see the impact Norfolk 2020 was having. The Chief
Constable stated that Norfolk Constabulary would continue to tackle emerging
threats and would continue to look for collaboration opportunities where
savings and efficiencies could be made. The Chief Constable added that a
significant amount of work, in terms of collaboration, had gone in to early help
hubs and the Fire Service control room merge, which would aim to be
completed over the next few months. These collaboration arrangements
would aim to create cost savings to police budgets

•

the Chief Constable reported that levels of sickness in the control room were
low, and credit was due to the dedication of support staff in the control room.
The Chief Constable also mentioned that overtime was heading towards a
positive forecast. The Chief Constable announced he was aware of the
comments made by the Chief Constable for West Midlands around resourcing
issues. The Chief Constable clarified that Norfolk was not in the same position
as West Midlands, Norfolk was exhibiting good performance, attended every
burglary and every other crime possible, and this would take longer to deliver
the service but will deliver a quality service
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•

the PCC mentioned that in the report the Constabulary stated that it
scrutinised force performance and expenditure through the strategic Planning
and Monitoring Group and Organisational Board. The PCC questioned how
often these meetings occurred and asked if the OPCCN receives feedback
from these meetings. The Chief Constable clarified that the groups meet
every four weeks and were chaired by Deputy Chief Constable Nick Dean and
were attended by the two Chief Finance Officers. These meetings were linked
to the Constabulary’s Organisational Board which is rotated on a four week
cycle. Feedback could be provided through the two Chief Finance Officers
back to the OPCCs in Norfolk and Suffolk. The PCC asked if this could
become a standing agenda item for future Strategic Governance Board
meetings ACTION: For updates from the Strategic Planning and
Monitoring Group and Organisational Board to be reported to future
Strategic Governance Board meetings under a standing agenda item

•

the PCC queried what the timescales were for replying to the Areas for
Improvement included in HMIC reports. The Chief Constable advised that the
HMIC recommendations board looks through everything and involves tight
scrutiny of each area of recommendation. He added that the PCC could have
a role in commenting on Areas for Improvement, however not for
recommendations

•

the PCC noted that Operation Solve is mentioned in the report. He then asked
how much frontline officer time had been saved by the work of Operation
Solve. The Chief Constable stated that it was too early to tell, although it had
an impact in the control room. The Chief Constable added that there had been
additional officers for each shift and mentioned that once the summer period
is over we would be able to see the effect, but officers were already seeing
the impact on the frontline. The Chief Constable also mentioned the challenge
of bringing in the new telephony system, and establishing the new beat
managers, so there were too many variables to answer the PCC’s original
question

•

the PCC queried if rural crime had become more prevalent and had increased
in frequency. The Chief Constable reported that crimes like theft of fuel and
theft from shops were being dealt with more often, but overall crime numbers
were down. The Chief Constable advised that he still needed to look at
malicious communications and ‘other crime’ in more detail, but would analyse
these in due course. ACTION: For the Chief Constable to provide an
update on officer time saved by Operation Solve and the new telephony
system in the Control Room at the October Police Accountability Forum

•

the PCC questioned when the Business Crime Strategy will be launched. Dr
Gavin Thompson advised that it would launch at the Norfolk Show at the end
of August, and mentioned it had already been sent out to all relevant business
groups

•

the PCC asked, for the proposed move of Attleborough police station, when
the results of the consultation involving the Highways Authority will be seen.
The Deputy Chief Constable stated that a meeting had taken place and the
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Constabulary were awaiting a response by the fire service for planning
application. He mentioned that commitment had already been secured by the
ambulance service, so even if fire did not proceed, collaboration could still
occur. The PCC asked if this would deliver better efficiency, effectiveness and
economy to which the Deputy Chief Constable replied saying that it would
•

the PCC stated that in the report it was mentioned there had been a reduction
of over a minute for the average wait time to answer 101 calls compared to
the long term average. He then asked if quality of service had been affected
as a result of this reduction in time to answer. The Chief Constable outlined
that a system had been introduced into the control room to prioritise incoming
calls. The Chief Constable explained that an administrative call about a
shotgun licence coming in and a call about domestic abuse coming in after
would then mean that the domestic abuse call gets prioritised over the
administrative call. The Chief Constable announced that the quality of service
was as good as it had ever been, if not better due to training given to the call
handlers, and 50 calls were listened to and quality assured by chief officers
every month. The Chief Constable clarified that the actual call times for 101
calls had gone up, however the time to answer had gone down showing each
call was receiving a more quality service. The PCC questioned where the
lower priority calls that get pushed to the back of the queue would go. The
Assistant Chief Constable announced that pre-recorded messages were used
to fit the type of call that was being received, so a call relating to
administrative queries would hear an automated message about services on
the Constabulary website for example. This had led to an increase of
abandonment of calls; however a number of these were just after hearing a
message about other services, ways of reporting crimes or other automated
messages

•

the PCC queried how the call went through the different options of automated
messaging and how they analysed people who may have mental health
issues. The Assistant Chief Constable clarified that the switchboard was
operated by trained call handlers who make the first assessment of the call
and can identify potential mental health issues of the caller. The Assistant
Chief Constable mentioned that the extra training given to call handlers and
the benefits of the new system coincide to bring about an improvement in time
to answer calls and an improved service to the caller. He also mentioned that
for the callers who had abandoned their calls and had been called back, a
number said the reason for their abandonment was due to the automated
messaging which led to them no longer needing to wait on the line, reporting
through other means or seeking advice on the Constabulary website. The
PCC questioned if the caller would have to wait if they needed a specific
department and the Assistant Chief Constable advised that they would be
transferred to the department required by the switchboard so there would be
no waiting
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5.

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Deliver a Modern and Innovative Service’
The Assistant Chief Constable presented the report, which outlined the
Constabulary’s progress for Priority six of the Police and Crime Plan.
The key points discussed were:
•

the Assistant Chief Constable reported that there had been an increase of
2.4% in 101 calls received by the Constabulary control room, and this was a
trend seen nationally in policing. The Assistant Chief Constable mentioned
that the abandonment rate had increased due to the automated messaging
system in place offering other places for the caller to go and other routes to
take, such as reporting certain crimes through the Constabulary website. 27%
of calls were abandoned in the first 30 seconds which meant that the
automated messaging system had worked. The PCC queried what number of
abandoned calls was due to frustration at waiting times. The Assistant Chief
Constable stated that there were many reasons why calls were abandoned
which were realised when the police contacted the caller back. These reasons
found were nothing to do with the quality of service or frustrations at the time
of waiting, but were because of reasons where the caller suddenly became
busy with other concerns

•

the Assistant Chief Constable announced that to make improvements the
triage system was introduced and the Constabulary’s website was revamped
to make reporting crimes through the website more accessible. The new
system commenced on the 6th June and will increase resilience to ensure that
the system does not cease to function in the event of an ICT failure, it enables
calls to be instantly played back to ensure they have been directed to the
most appropriate areas and the system had also reduced a significant amount
of demand on the control room due to the automated messaging. The
Assistant Chief Constable stated that the Constabulary would like to complete
an analysis after the summer period to determine the reduction of calls going
to call handlers due to improvements made in the system. The Assistant Chief
Constable also mentioned that performance generally was good and provided
the statistics in relation to the introduction of the new telephony system. He
outlined how the new system prioritised vulnerable callers and signposted
less urgent callers to other avenues, such as Norfolk Constabulary’s website
or the correct agency

•

the PCC questioned what would happen if a call for antisocial behaviour came
in to the control room. The Assistant Chief Constable reported that the call
would be assessed in the same way as any other call, and if a response was
required a response would be sent. The PCC queried if low level crime,
reported on the website, would lead to the deployment of officers and asked if
they would hear back from the Constabulary. The Assistant Chief Constable
stated that it was the public’s choice to report the crime online; however there
was an expectation that the police would contact the member of the public to
be updated on the case. The Assistant Chief Constable mentioned that there
was an option for the person reporting an incident to specify the method of
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contact they would like for the police to contact them back on, whether that
was by email, phone, or not at all
•

the PCC talked about a car abandonment case that had been mentioned to
him, which involved holiday makers parking in areas they were not supposed
to, and asked if using electronic means meant that there was less
communication between members of the public and police and if this was an
issue of cooperation between local councils and the police. The Chief
Constable advised that if the Constabulary had the resources to police this
they would; however, Norfolk does not, and he advised that the council
needed to ensure someone was there to deal with the parking issues. The
Chief Constable also stated that due to austerity he was aware that the police
were becoming a backstop for other agencies; however officers needed to
target priority crime. The Chief Constable mentioned that there have been a
number of incidents such as issues with racing where police were present and
dealing with this within days

•

the Assistant Chief Constable concluded that the public campaign for the use
of the 999 number had gone well and a short survey of online crime reporting
had been completed where 72 people rated good and eight rated poor. The
key concerns for these eight people who rated the online crime recording
process as poor was that there was not a large enough range of crimes that
you could report online. This had been fed back and would be used to
improve the website for the future. The Assistant Chief Constable also
reported that the website and telephony system progress had been overseen
by the Digital Portfolio board and 2020 board

6.

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Increase Visible Policing’
The Deputy Chief Constable presented the report, which outlined the
Constabulary’s progress for Priority one of the Police and Crime Plan.
The key points discussed were:
•

the Deputy Chief Constable outlined the progress the Constabulary was
achieving on Norfolk 2020. The Deputy Chief Constable reported that there
had been a significant change in police officer numbers with an increase for
each shift being seen across the county. He added that 14 Beat Manager
candidates had been selected and were soon to be in post. He announced
that mobile devices were rolled out to the Safer Neighbourhood teams and
have seen successes with Operation Moonshot across the county. The
Operation Moonshot trial in Norwich had seen over 100 arrests and 100
seizures and was mentioned that none of this existed before the new policing
model was in place. The Deputy Chief Constable reported that a police
enquiry office had a new operating model in place which had been advertised
in papers and online, and stated Operation Solve was continuing to gain
momentum. The Deputy Chief Constable advised that the 2020 model had
delivered £1m of cashable savings which were over the top of cuts from the
previous year. He also mentioned that this was a scalable model to match
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changing priorities of policing and added that student officers continue to be
recruited and the 2020 model continues to be rolled out
•

the PCC questioned what the strength of the police force in Norfolk was today
after the loss of PCSOs and recruitment that had occurred. The Chief
Constable clarified that the long term averages were for an average of 3
years, so did not directly reflect last year’s data. He added that the work from
2020 had led to an increase in total of 97 officers, including the addition of 17
through the precept increase. The Chief Constable stated that the figures from
the long term average were skewed as they reflect a period of 3 years rather
than one and outlined that the officer funded strength was significantly above
what it was years ago

•

the PCC stated that there was nothing in the report that showed an increase
of visible officer presence, and in fact showed a net decrease of officer
numbers. The Chief Constable clarified that there were fewer uniformed
officers, as Norfolk Constabulary had lost 150 PCSOs and gained 97 police
officers; however this was not factored against Constabulary staff. The PCC
asked what the funded raise in strength of police staff was over the time of
2020, and the Chief Constable stated that there had been an uplift of 23

•

the PCC asked for the narrative around 2020, any loss in officer numbers and
the response the Chief Constable would conduct. The Chief Constable
outlined that the Constabulary had saved around £32m since 2010, the
Constabulary had bridged the savings gap and recruited more uniformed
officers, alongside an additional 23 police staff. The PCC responded to say
that members of the public did not appreciate savings as much as the addition
of officers as they want to feel safe in the community

•

the PCC questioned if the prospect of increased numbers of Special
Constabulary members would assist in allowing the Constabulary to achieve a
greater visible presence. The Chief Constable advised that Assistant Chief
Constable Paul Sanford would soon have a completed report that looked into
how the Constabulary could train Special Constabulary members differently.
The Chief Constable also mentioned that longitudinal research needed to be
conducted before the Constabulary could properly assess weekend demand
and the challenge of filling gaps using Special Constabulary members

•

the PCC asked if Body Worn Video cameras were available and equipped to
all frontline officers, to which the Chief Constable replied saying that this was
the case and that every officer was equipped with Body Worn Video. The
PCC queried the expected timescales for the uplift in Beat Manager numbers,
to which the Chief Constable replied stating that this would occur around
October time. The PCC also questioned if mobile devices being introduced to
frontline officers had contributed to increased time being spent by those
officers in communities, and asked if some figures could be provided for this.
The Chief Constable reported that he currently did not have specific figures
relating to this. ACTION: For the Chief Constable to provide figures for
how much frontline officer time had been saved due to the introduction
of mobile devices
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•

the PCC mentioned that the report stated that the Norfolk 2020 model would
bring about £1m of cashable savings between 2017/18 and 2018/19, and
asked how much of this would be delivered back into frontline policing. The
Chief Constable advised that none of the savings made would be transferred
back into frontline policing as the savings were used to bridge the financial
gap

•

the PCC questioned how many student officers Norfolk Constabulary currently
have and also queried when the student officers would be able to be fully
deployable. The Chief Constable explained that the Constabulary had
demonstrated that the influx of new student officers was fit for purpose in
dealing with Computer Aided Dispatches (CADs), call handling and other
areas. He reported that police officers were coping and knew that there was
an increase of officer numbers occurring

•

the PCC questioned why the number of people who agree that police deal
with community priorities, in the performance metrics for visible policing, had
reduced. The Chief Constable outlined that this was mainly to do with
communication. More work on social media was being done to show that the
Constabulary were dealing with community priorities, as the work was
occurring and news was being circulated through different means, but more
could be done to communicate with members of the public. The PCC asked to
be provided with future updates. ACTION: for the Chief Constable to notify
PCC of Norfolk Constabulary’s progress on improving communication
with the public

•

the PCC queried what the uptake was for the new engagement surgeries
model, and asked if more work needed to be done in relation to this. The
Chief Constable advised that the Constabulary were advertising the surgeries
and noted that not many members of the public attended the stations. He
went on to say that people engage in different ways and therefore the
surgeries should provide another way the public could engage with Norfolk
Constabulary

7.

Emerging Operational / Organisational Risks
The Chief Constable outlined the emerging operational / organisational risks
to the Constabulary, and gave updates on current ongoing processes.
•

the Chief Constable reported that there had recently been increases in rural
crime and this was an emerging issue in Norfolk. The Chief Constable went
on to advise that a lot of work had been conducted through beat managers to
target prolific offenders

•

the PCC queried why the subscription count for the Operation Randall
newsletter had dropped recently. The Deputy Chief Constable clarified that
due to the recent introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation
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(GDPR) members of the public had to opt in to receive the newsletter. Due to
the opt in service, the number of subscribers had dropped; however the
Constabulary was currently working with the NFU to increase the number of
subscribers to the newsletter
•

the PCC questioned why it had taken so long to receive the annual report for
rural crime, and stated that it seemed like perceptions were that police had
taken their foot off the pedal in relation to rural crime. He also mentioned that
at the Rural Crime Summit enforcement of rural crime was made a priority.
The Assistant Chief Constable reported that there had been an increase in
rural crime types including theft from farms, theft of equipment and other rural
crimes. An operation had been launched named Operation Kingbird which
increased police activity in rural areas and allowed resources such as
Operation Moonshot cameras and vehicles to be used to assist in preventing
and reducing rural crime

•

the Assistant Chief Constable announced that there had been many arrests
recently in relation to rural crime and mentioned the measures the
Constabulary were taking in regard to the increase in rural crime. He added
that the message to the public would be ‘tell us’ but advised that the
Constabulary was also taking preventative measures to strive to reduce rural
crime numbers in the first instance. The Assistant Chief Constable reported
that the Constabulary was continuing to encourage members of the public to
sign up to the Operation Randall newsletter to stay informed about the work
Norfolk Constabulary was doing

•

the PCC questioned why the public did not fully realise the work the
Constabulary was undertaking. The Assistant Chief Constable advised that
this could be because there tend to be tightly knit communities in rural areas,
so the Constabulary needed to advertise what the Constabulary is conducting
around rural crime prevention, detection and enforcement more. The PCC
queried if everything that could be done was being done to improve public
perceptions of how Norfolk Constabulary was dealing with rural crime. The
Chief Constable outlined that operationally the Constabulary were doing
everything they can to prevent rural crime from occurring. In terms of
communication the Chief Constable stated there was perhaps more that could
be done. He also added that Norfolk Constabulary was constantly improving
the way it handled communications and specifically rural communications

•

the PCC acknowledged that the Constabulary was working hard to ensure
communities feel safe and mentioned that he had seen appreciation from
members of the public. The Chief Constable outlined that it is part of a district
commander’s job to ensure that members of the public feel safe and added
that he needed to go away and look at how the Constabulary could address
the public perception that Norfolk Constabulary had taken their foot off the
pedal in terms of rural crime. The Chief Constable stated that there had been
a significant amount of impactful work that had been done and added that
more work could possibly be done to improve perceptions. The PCC asked if
this could be a topic that would be discussed at a future Strategic Governance
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Board meeting. ACTION: For the Chief Constable to provide an update on
future rural operational activity
•

8.

the PCC mentioned the letter from the Chief Constable for the West Midlands
which had recently been circulated: the letter was a public apology for the
service his force was providing on occasion. The letter outlined the position of
West Midlands police and stated that due to the changing face of crime and
the demands on police, they were having to deal with incidents over the
phone when members of the public would like to see an officer; crimes such
as antisocial behaviour, criminal damage and car thefts were waiting longer to
be investigated and in some cases not being investigated at all. The PCC
then asked if this was the position Norfolk Constabulary was in, to which the
Chief Constable clarified was not the case. The Chief Constable outlined that
Norfolk Constabulary was happy to deal with demands from other agencies
and recognises that they were dealing with a reduction in budgets. The Chief
Constable added that Norfolk Constabulary was investigating all crimes that
afforded sufficient evidence for police investigation, and explained that Norfolk
faces different challenges than West Midlands and so cannot be directly
compared

Date of Next Meeting:
Monday 1st October 2018 – 14:00 to 16:00 in the Filby room, Building 1,
Norfolk Constabulary, Jubilee House, Falconers Chase, Wymondham,
Norfolk, NR18 0WW.

…………...……………………….
Lorne Green
Police and Crime Commissioner

…………...……………………………
Simon Bailey
Chief Constable
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AGENDA ITEM: 4

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 1st October 2018

SUBJECT: Police and Crime Plan: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money

SUMMARY:
This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Policing
Objectives for Priority 7: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money, as set in the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and
Crime Plan 2016-2020. The report also includes the latest Estates Strategy
update and the latest revenue and capital budget monitoring report for the Chief
Constable’s delegated budget.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Policing
Objectives for Priority 7: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money, as set in
the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN)
Police and Crime Plan 2016-2020.

1.2

The Constabulary scrutinises force performance and expenditure through a
number of regular frameworks. These include a number of internal meetings,
for example the Strategic Planning and Monitoring Group and Organisational
Board reporting directly to the Chief Officer Group. The Strategic Governance
Board is an internal meeting held with the Police and Crime Commissioner as
a forum to scrutinize performance. Externally, the Police Accountability
Forum is held bi-monthly, where the Chief Constable, senior officers and staff
are held to account by the Police and Crime Commissioner. In addition,
public question and answer sessions have been established across the
county to allow the public to directly question the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Chief Officer Team on performance and any other
concerns (SO27, Develop robust accountability frameworks and
governance arrangements).

SO25: Deliver an efficient policing service, achieving value for money for
all Norfolk residents.
1.3

A meeting structure has been put in place to manage Areas for Improvement
included in HMICFRS reports. They are managed through the Deputy Chief
Constables’ HMICFRS Steering Group and have Chief Constable approval
prior to submission to the Strategic Governance Board. A number of
meetings have been held so far, and all Areas for Improvement and the
informal actions are being progressed.

1.4

The Constabulary is committed to achieving efficiencies through a shared
service provision, and is actively exploring national, regional and local
opportunities through the 7 forces strategic collaboration programme and with
our preferred partner, Suffolk Constabulary. Year on year efficiencies have to
be found in order to balance the budget.

1.5

As mentioned at the last meeting, under Norfolk 2020 the new local policing
structure is in place. Student officers continue to become effective in groups,
increasing the fulfilment of the policing model posts.

1.6

The 14 Sergeants who will be dedicated to Neighbourhood Policing have
been selected. 13 are now in post to lead their Beat Managers in focusing on
local priorities and local problem solving. The planned uplift in Beat Managers
is being recruited to at this time with local selection processes nearing
completion to select the best candidates for these pivotal roles within
communities. The successful candidates will be released to the roles in
phased manner as the student officers become effective.
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1.7

In terms of enhancing the proactive and preventative element of the policing
model, the Operation Moonshot Team within the city is anticipated to “go live”
on a permanent basis by the end of October. The Sergeant has been
appointed and the Police Constables’ recruitment processes will shortly be
underway. This will have a particularly productive effect. The current
Moonshot West Team worked within the city for a 2 month period, achieving
100 arrests and 165 vehicle seizures.

1.8

There have been developments relating to the Safer Schools unit. It has been
agreed that the monies set aside for three additional police staff will be
converted into two Police Constables, to work in partnership with Norfolk
County Council in a preventative manner. The resources will combine with a
greater number of staff from NCC to work with youths across a number of
schools who are on the fringes of county lines activities. This will run as a
pilot initiative for a 6 month period.

1.9

As per the previous report, the Public Enquiry Office operating model has
become business as usual with the new model now fully staffed. Engagement
Surgeries are available as announced at police stations across the county, for
2 hours each week, to ensure members of the public can engage with a local
officer face to face should they wish. The dates and times of the Engagement
Surgeries are advertised locally via social media and local newspapers as
well as on the Constabulary website and on local signage at the police
station.

1.10

Operation Solve, where a number of low harm crime investigations are now
able to be investigated over the phone or by email for both our business and
community victims, continues to gain momentum. In addition, a website
revamp has vastly improved the ability for victims (business and personal) to
report crime on-line. The Contact and Control Room has seen the
introduction of a new telephony system, which allows the public to select the
service they were seeking, improving the service provided.

1.11

Performance is stable even with the multiple events this year, and the Norfolk
2020 model is still not up to full strength. As reported previously, with any
organisational restructure of this scale, the transition will take time to complete
fully. Owing to the number of student officers who are not fully deployable at
this stage, some of the roles of the new model are not fully functional. This
will continue to strengthen into the autumn. Overall, the programme remains
on budget and on time.

1.12

Where available and in order to achieve better outcomes, the Constabulary is
maximizing the use of new legislation, such as the Anti-social Behaviour,
Crime and Policing Act 2014. 19 previous powers to deal with Anti-Social
Behaviour have been reduced to 6.

1.13

The Constabulary is committed to evidence based approaches to ensure
efficiencies, demonstrated in the depth of the Norfolk 2020 review. This is
further evidenced through the application of the Chief Constable’s Evidence
Based Policing (EBP) Problem Solving fund, the use of academia, and the
investment in officers and staff to understand EBP principles.

1.14

A detailed report of the Constabulary’s Estates Strategy is attached as
Appendix A.
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SO26: Join up emergency services and identify opportunities for further
collaboration
1.15

Norfolk Constabulary is committed to exploring initiatives with Norfolk Fire and
Rescue Service and has supported the Office of Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk in developing the business case for the potential
benefits of a change of future governance of Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service.

1.16

The Constabulary is committed to support the work of the 7 Force
collaboration project.

1.17

Athena and the Enterprise Resource Planning systems continue to be
updated and improved, including supporting training to staff.

1.18

The Performance Measures for Priority 7, Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’
Money, are attached in Appendix B.

2.

FINANCIAL UPDATE

2.1

An important part of the demonstration of Good Stewardship is the monitoring
of the revenue and capital budgets which are delegated the Chief Constable
for spending on operational policing and delivery of the Police and Crime
Plan.

2.2

At this very early stage in the year the budget is forecast to be marginally
underspent at the year end. Full details are in Appendix C.

3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

None

Report Authors:Supt Jo Doyle
CFO John Hummersone
11 Sept 2018
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Appendix A

ORIGINATOR: Head of Estates.

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information.

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 1st October 2018.

SUBJECT: Estates Update.

SUMMARY:
This paper updates the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk (PCC) on the
latest position with the Norfolk 2020 estates strategy projects.

RECOMMENDATION:
For the Norfolk PCC to note the estates strategy update.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION.

1.0
1.1

ESTATES STRATEGY – NORFOLK 2020 UPDATE:
Following the last meeting the Norfolk 2020 related Estates projects are
updated as follows:

1.2
BRECKLAND:
1.2.1 Attleborough – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at
Attleborough Fire Station.
Norfolk County Council has approved the
proposals.
Attleborough Police Station – Existing Site.

The site is also proposed to be shared by the East of England Ambulance
Service, who will move with us from the existing London Road police station
site.
Consultation has taken place with the Highways Authority regarding blue-light
vehicular activity and to review if there is any material impact on the local road
infrastructure. A formal written response is awaited from the Highways
Authority prior to the submission of a planning application.
1.2.2 Swaffham – The PCC previously approved the purchase of a new site at the
Eco-Tec Business Park, Swaffham. Contracts have been legally exchanged
to purchase a new site located behind Waitrose supermarket.
Existing Swaffham Police Station.
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Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich are completing detailed design of the
new police station and west Norfolk investigation hub, in readiness to submit a
planning application prior to 22nd October 2018. The proposed plans will be
referred to the PCC for advance approval.

1.3
BROADLAND:
1.3.1 Acle – It is planned to relocate services to a new police station and east
Norfolk investigation hub. Works are ongoing by the Estates Department to
investigate site options for the new east Norwich investigation hub site.
Acle Police Station

1.3.2 Reepham – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at
Reepham Fire Station.
Reepham Police Station – Existing Site.

Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals and Broadland District
Council approved the proposed minor works to provide a new police report
extension on the fire station building via the award of planning permission on
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13th July 2018. The proposed works at Reepham Fire Station will be placed
out to tender together with the proposed works at Holt Fire Station and the
results will be reported to the PCC.

1.3.3 Sprowston – It is planned to relocate to a new Eastern Investigation Hub.
Work is ongoing to investigate site options for the new east Norwich hub site.
Sprowston Police Station – Existing Site.

As of 1st March 2018, the existing Sprowston Police Station has been
designated as an ‘asset of community value’ and a restriction has been
placed against the registered property ownership title at the Land Registry.
This will provide a future opportunity for the community to have the first right
to purchase the site, but this will still be at market value.

1.4
GREAT YARMOUTH:
1.4.1 Caister On Sea – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken
practical investigations of the site and they are now advancing final plans
ready for the submission of a planning application to Great Yarmouth Borough
Council for future sale and residential re-development of the site. It is
proposed the application will be for four dwellings on the site.
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Caister-On-Sea Police Station – Existing Site.

The East of England Ambulance Service use part of the police station and the
respective Estate Departments are in correspondence regarding possible
relocation timescales.

1.5
KING’S LYNN & WEST NORFOLK:
1.5.1 North Lynn – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical
investigations of the site and they are now advancing final plans ready for the
submission of a planning application for future sale and residential redevelopment of the site.

North Lynn Police Station – Existing Site.

The Head of Estates has consulted with both the Borough Council of King’s
Lynn and West Norfolk and Freebridge Housing Association, who are the
owners of the neighbouring residential estate.

1.6
NORTH NORFOLK:
1.6.1 Holt – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at Holt Fire
Station.
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Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals and a planning
application for the required works has been submitted to North Norfolk District
Council by Chaplin Farrant architects. The PCC awaits determination of the
planning application.
The works provide for a modest building extension on the east side of Holt
Fire Station to provide a police report room, locker room and interview room.
The works will be placed out to tender on receipt of planning permission,
together with the minor works project at Reepham Fire Station.

Holt Police Station – Existing Site.

1.6.2 A draft outline planning application is being prepared for the future disposal of
the existing Holt Police Station site for residential use. It is proposed the
application will be for a nine dwellings on the site.

1.7
NORWICH CITY:
1.7.1 Tuckswood – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken
practical investigations of the site and they are now advancing final plans
ready for the submission of a planning application for future sale and
residential re-development of the site. It is proposed the application will be a
change of use to residential for the former police house (as per photo below)
and for four residential units on the site of the adjoining beat box and car
parking area.
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Tuckswood Police Station – Existing Site.

The Head of Estates has consulted with Norwich City Council regarding the
future disposal of the site. There has also been an expression of interest from
a community group to lease the site. This is being explored further and
recommendations with be reported to the PCC in due course.

1.7.2 Bowthorpe – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical
investigations of the site and they are now advancing final plans ready for the
submission of a planning application for future sale and residential redevelopment of the site. It is proposed the application will be for three
dwellings on the site.
Bowthorpe Police Station – Existing Site.

2.0

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

2.1

As stated in the report.
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3.0

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:

3.1

As stated in the report.

ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?

STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’
No.

Have financial implications been considered?

Yes – Via Estates
Strategy.

Have human resource implications been considered?

Yes.

Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?

Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?

Yes.

Yes.

Yes, but no formal
assessment has
been made.
Yes.
To protect the
availability of
frontline
resources.
Quality of service
target.
Capital
programme.
Financial Savings.

Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?

Yes.
Consultation has
taken place with
partners.
EG: Fire &
Ambulance.
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Appendix B
Performance Measures for Priority 7, Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money

COUNTY

Area

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long term
average

Difference

% Emergencies in target

89.8.%

92.4%

-2.6%

% of 999s answered within
10 seconds

89.9%

86.5%

4.0%

Average time to answer 101
calls (County Only) (mm:ss)

02:45

01:40

-01:04

% of public who agree police
are doing a good job (Crime
Survey for England and
Wales)

68.5%

68.4%

0.1%

Exception
Yes

Good Stewardship of
Taxpayers' Money

Yes

Our ability to answer 999 calls within 10 seconds continues to improve despite the
marked increase month on month in the volume of these calls being made to Norfolk
Constabulary. The increase is not isolated to Norfolk, but reflected nationally across
all forces. From May to June 2018 there was 9.4% increase in 999 calls which
equates to 28 extra calls a day for June. The majority of these calls will generate an
emergency response due to the nature of the incidents that fall within this category.
These have a target time of 15 minutes in urban locations and 20 minutes for rural
areas (timings calculated from the point of the call being received to an officer being
in attendance). The increases in 999 calls being received has inevitably resulted in
more emergencies for frontline attendance, which will be one contributory factor for
the decrease of 2.6% in emergencies within target compared to the long-term
average. There have been almost 1,000 more emergency response (Grade A) calls
in the current 12 month period to the end of June compared to the long-term
average. All emergency calls are overseen by a trained dispatcher with additional
management support where the incident requires it. Despite the increase in 999
calls, the Constabulary has continued to increase the speed at which it answers
these calls, answering 89.9% within 10 seconds (this is a 4% increase from the longterm average).
The average time to answer public calls has increased in the last 12 months
compared to the long term average. The 101 number is well publicised and one the
community use for both advice as well as reporting police matters. We continue to
take steps to improve this wait time and look to seek alternative means for the public
to report crime and incidents, such as through the force website. Initial information
indicates that there has been a tangible increase in the use of our website and online
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reporting. A new telephony system has been introduced in June 2018 that helps
prioritise public safety reports as well as prioritising vulnerable callers.
The indicator for the percentage of the public who agree the police are doing a good
job is a question asked as part of the Crime Survey of England & Wales. The survey
data is taken quarterly with the most recent figure published being for the year
ending December 2017. The Constabulary’s score of 69.5% was the highest since
September 2015 and ranks Norfolk 8th nationally with the national average score
being 62.3%.
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APPENDIX C

ORIGINATOR: Chief Finance Officer

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Discussion

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum -1st October 2018

SUBJECT: Budget Monitoring Report 2018/19
(based on period to 31 August 2018)

SUMMARY:
1.

This report provides a high level financial overview of the Constabulary
Revenue and Capital Budgets for the current year, 2018/19.

2.

The Commissioner approved the total revenue budget and capital
programme for 2018/19 in February 2018 and this report forecasts income
and expenditure to the end of the year (outturn) based on the position at the
end of August 2018.

3.

The forecast revenue year-end position is an underspend of £0.251m,
relating to a forecast overspend on operational spending of £0.117m, and
an underspend against additional use of reserves of £0.368m.

RECOMMENDATION:
a)

The PCC is asked to confirm the decision to increase spending on the
Telematics project by £0.133m in-year, and recommended to note the
contents of the remainder of the report.
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1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

Based on the position as at 31 August 2018, the total Chief Constable’s Net
Revenue Budget is forecast to be underspent by £0.251m (0.16%) at year
end.

1.2

The high level summary is as follows:
Budget
2018/19
£0

Chief Constable Gross Operational Spending
Transfer from Reserves
Chief Constable Net Revenue Spending

161,387
-1,933
159,454

Full Year
Forecast
£0
161,504
-2,301
159,203

Over(-)/Under
spend
£000
%
-117
368
251

-0.07%
-19.04%
0.16%

1.3

At month 3 the constabulary was forecasting a year end underspend of
£0.612m against its gross operational budget. At month 5 the position has
moved to a forecast year-end overspend of £0.117m. The change in forecast
has arisen in the main to two items. The first is in respect of a one-off exit
payment for ending a lease for a building (£0.368m, see para 2.4) that will
release permanent savings going forward; in addition there is an anticipated
in-year increase in insurance premiums (£0.250m, see para 2.5).

1.4

The exit payment for the lease is a one-off payment, and will be funded by
invest to save reserves (see para 3.1).

1.5

This is a mid-year forecast and many operational costs, e.g. partnership
activity, are not under the direct control of the Chief Constable and/or are
demand led.

2.

Revenue (Day to Day) Spending

2.1

The current forecast overspend by the Constabulary on the gross operational
budget is £0.117m (0.07%) at the year-end. The main variances are
explained below and provided in the following table:

Pay Related Costs
Other Employee Costs
Property Related Costs
Transport
Supplies and Services
Third party payments
Corporate
Income
Total
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Budget

Full Year

2018/19
£0
128,503
1,225
16,062
3,349
12,363
2,682
4,825
-7,622
161,387

Forecast
£0
128,551
1,275
16,421
3,519
12,558
2,676
4,425
-7,921
161,504

Over(-)
/Under
Spend
£0
-48
-50
-359
-170
-195
6
400
299
-117

2.2

Pay Related Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.048m includes the following variances:
•
•
•

2.3

Police Pay (£0.150m overspend) due to average strength predicted to
be 3 Full Time Equivalents over establishment.
Police allowances (£0.240m underspend) due to lower unsocial hours
payments than budgeted.
Police overtime (£0.139m overspend), primarily within County Policing
Command and Protective Services.

Other Employee Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.050m relates to anticipated costs in respect of
additional assessment centres to support the current officer recruitment
programme.

2.4

Property Related Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.359m includes the exit payment in respect of
the lease for Vantage House (£0.368m). This is offset by the additional use of
reserves (Invest to Save), as per para 3.1.

2.5

Transport Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.170m includes £0.250m relating to an
anticipated increase in insurance premiums and £0.068m relating to vehicle
hire, offset by underspends in fuel (£0.089), based on usage in the first 5
months of the year and travel expenses (£0.059m).

2.6

Supplies and Services Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.195m includes additional costs in relation to
doctor and surgeon costs (£0.094m) and insurance liability costs (£0.101m).

2.7

Corporate
At month 5, within corporate budgets, an underspend of £0.400m is forecast.
This relates to budget allocated in the MTFP for cost pressures. 0.250m of
this remains unallocated and in addition £0.150m of non-pay inflation is
forecast not to be required. Consideration will be given to the use of this
unallocated budget to fund permanent pressures emerging in year as
described above (e.g. insurance premiums and assessment centres as
outlined in paras 2.3 and 2.5).

2.8

Income
The over-achievement in income of £0.299m relates to mutual aid assistance
and court income.
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3.

TRANSFER FROM RESERVES

3.1

The budgeted transfer from reserves of £1.933m primarily relates to Norfolk
2020 funding and cost of change, together with some temporary revenue
items such as the contribution to the seven force collaboration team costs
and temporary posts. The additional use of reserves (£0.368m) relates to the
funding of the exit payment in respect of the lease at Vantage House, as per
para 2.4. This will be adjusted based on the final capital and revenue outturn.

4.

CAPITAL PROGRAMME

4.1

The Commissioner approved the Capital Programme of £11.143m, including
slippage from 2017/18 of £3.237m. The budget has increased to £11.169m
due to the approval of £0.026m funding in relation to additional costs in
relation to the Athena reporting solution.

4.2

The current forecast expenditure at year-end is £10.955m. The balanced
forecast position includes an underspend of £0.100m relating to re-profiling of
Estates schemes, offset by a forecast overspend of £0.106m due mainly to
additional costs in relation to the Telematics project.

4.3

The Telematics project was originally planned to be delivered over 2018/19
and 2019/20. This now needs to be accelerated to be delivered within 2018/19
and as a result an additional £0.133m will be spent in-year on this project.

4.4

In line with Financial Regulations, the PCC Chief Finance Officer has
approved the additional spend in consultation with the PCC. Furthermore, the
PCC Chief Finance Officer is taking steps to review the overall programme
with the aim to bring spending as close to the original budget as possible
within the financial year.

4.5

The PCC is asked to confirm the decision to increase spending on the
Telematics project by £0.133m in-year.

Original
Budget

Slippage from 2016/17
Table A – schemes
approved for immediate
start 1 April 2016
Total Capital
Programme
Table B – schemes
requiring a business
case or further report to
PCC(s) for approval
Table C – Longer term,
provisional schemes
requiring further reports
Total

£m
3.237

Changes
to be
approved
£m
0

Revised
Budget
£m
3.237

7.712

0

7.712

10.949

0

10.949

220

0

220

0

0

0

11.169

0

11.169
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Forecast

£m

10.955

Variance

£m

0.006

5.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

5.1

There are no other implications or risks.

Corporate Monitoring Report at 31 August 2018
Norfolk Constabulary - excluding Safecam
CONSTABULARY SUMMARY OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Full Year Budget

Actual Year to Date

£

£

Full Year Forecast

Forecast to Budget
Variance

£

£

Pay and Employment Costs
Other Employee Costs
Property Related
Transport Related
Supplies and Services
Third Party Payments
Capital Financing
Contingencies

128,502,997
1,225,310
16,062,210
3,349,190
12,363,093
2,681,925
4,897,660
5,024,660

52,935,665
659,782
7,380,196
1,183,841
5,207,717
109,767
58,604
0

128,551,487
1,275,077
16,421,080
3,519,330
12,558,040
2,675,835
4,897,660
4,624,660

-48,490
-49,767
-358,870
-170,140
-194,947
6,090
0
400,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

174,107,045

67,535,573

174,523,169

-416,124

Grant, Trading and Reimb Income

-7,622,115

-1,652,709

-7,921,345

299,230

TOTAL INCOME

-7,622,115

-1,652,709

-7,921,345

299,230

166,484,930

65,882,864

166,601,824

-116,894

NET INCOME/EXPENDITURE
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)

STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’

Has legal advice been sought on this submission?

No

Have financial implications been considered?

Yes

Have human resource implications been considered?

Yes

Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and resources, and
environment and sustainability implications been considered?

Yes

Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?

Yes

Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been considered
including equality analysis, as appropriate?

Yes

Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the Police and
Crime Plan?

Yes

Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely to be
affected by the recommendation?

No

Has communications advice been sought on areas of likely media interest
and how they might be managed?

No

In relation to all the above, have all relevant material issues been
highlighted in the ‘other implications and risks’ section of the submission
and have all the relevant officers/staff been consulted?

Yes

Report Author: John Hummersone - Chief Finance Officer
Date: 17 September 2018
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AGENDA ITEM: 5

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION:

Police Accountability Forum – 1st October 2018

SUBMITTED TO:

SUBJECT:

For Information

Support Rural Communities

SUMMARY:
This paper provides an update on the following aspects:
•
•
•

Development of the Community Safety Neighbourhood Policing Team
Rural Crime Update (including associated performance metrics)
Special Constabulary Update

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the contents of this report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

This paper provides an update on the following aspects in relation to the
Police and Crime Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan Priority ‘Support
Rural Communities’:
o Development of the Community Safety Neighbourhood Policing Team
o Rural Crime Update (including associated performance metrics)
o Special Constabulary Update

1.1

Community Safety Neighbourhood Policing Team
A refresh and alignment of portfolios and staff within the Community Safety
Department has enabled the creation of a Community Safety Neighbourhood
Policing Team consisting of an Inspector, a Sergeant, five Police Constables
and three police staff crime prevention officers.
The five Police Constables will retain their existing specialisms/force priorities
highlighted below. But by bringing them together as a team, their knowledge
and skills will be shared eliminating previous single points of failure. The
three crime prevention officers have also been aligned to these priorities and
together this move has increased the force capability and capacity to
undertake highly visible, proactive and preventative work in areas such as
rural crime, drone operations, unauthorised encampments and licensing.

1.2

•

Insp Darren Brooks

•

Sgt Danny Leach

•

PC Dave Armstrong (Op Randall)

•

PC Tom Munday (Op Randall/Drone operations)

•

PC Richard Spinks (Licensing/Unauthorised Encampments)

•

PC Jeremy Brown (Licensing/Op Gravity/General Crime Prevention)

•

PC Ashley Grant (Unauthorised Encampments)

Rural Crime Update
The Op Randall team and wider force have conducted the following activity in
support of our rural communities:
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•

Joint work between the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and
the Community Safety Team to enhance the performance reporting of rural
crime is close to completion. The new approach will align Norfolk’s rural
crime strategy with the national rural crime strategy and include reporting
on issues including domestic abuse, fraud, business crime and hate crime.

•

Hidden vulnerabilities in the rural community such as mental health and
suicide have, and will continue to be prominent in all engagement activity
with help, advice and guidance being signposted.

•

The CRAG (Community Rural Advisory Group) continues to be well
supported by all partners with meetings taking place every quarter.

•

The Op Randall team continue to be fully engaged in quarterly regional
wildlife meetings to coordinate the policing response to issues such as
hare coursing (Op Galileo). Eight regional (Norfolk, Suffolk, Lincs, Cambs,
Essex) Op Galileo events have been planned with more dates to be
announced.

•

Our Rural Communities News Letter (previously Op Randall newsletter) is
undergoing an update to be more reflective of community needs based
upon feedback from the community. This will include how to get advice in
areas such as mental health illness, partnership work (such as Norfolk Fire
and Rescue activity to reduce stack fires) and how to contact other
agencies (e.g. the Environment agency for fly tipping).
o

Subscriber numbers to the newsletter continue to increase:




There are 2,023 current subscribers
The newsletter will also be disseminated to 650 new
recipients through the dioses of Norwich and
1000 new recipients disseminated through the CLA (Country
Land and Business Association)

•

Norfolk Constabulary is now the national lead for theft of heating oil and is
working to develop a national working group to combat the threat and
share good practice

•

The Special Constabulary continue to provide significant support to rural
communities. Across August 2018 the Special Constabulary Horse Unit
delivered 180 hours of patrols and the Op Randall team delivered 45
hours. The overall contribution of the Special constabulary to the
Constabulary was 4,923hrs for August 2018 with many of these hours
supporting rural community priorities.

•

A new process is now in place for landowners and rural businesses to
received bespoke crime prevention advice from a Crime Prevention Officer
and the Op Randall Police Constable. This service includes a site visit
which often takes several hours where police and landowner/businesses
walk and talk through all of the potential threats and how to mitigate
against them. In August, 11 visits took place.
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The following table outlines the performance metrics under ‘Support Rural
Communities’ in the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan (20162020).

COUNTY

Area

Support rural
communities

1.3

Last 12
months

Long Term
Averages

Difference

Number of subscribers to
Operation Randall Newsletter

2023

N/A

N/A

Number of hours spent on rural
policing by Special Constabulary

2,370

N/A

N/A

% of rural emergencies responded
to within target time

89.8%

91.0%

-2.6%

Indicator

•

The number of hours spent on rural policing by the Special Constabulary
started being recorded in December 2016, so a long-term (3 year) average is
not currently available.

•

The number of rural emergencies responded to within target time has fallen
when compared to the long-term average. A part of this may be down to the
increase in 999 calls. The number of emergency response calls has
increased by 2.2% for the county in the last 12 months and this increase was
more pronounced in districts with rural areas (Norwich saw a 1.7% increase,
Great Yarmouth 1.1% whereas King’s Lynn saw a 3.5% increase, Breckland
3.4%, North Norfolk 1.1% and South Norfolk 3.3%).

Special Constabulary Update
Norfolk Constabulary has released its Special Constabulary Strategy to
coincide with the release of the National Special Constabulary Strategy. The
Norfolk Strategy will continue the development journey of our Special
Constabulary ensuring they remain amongst the best in the country; areas of
work include:
•

Localised recruitment

•

Alternative and flexible training to meet individual needs

•

The introduction of a Personal Development Review process for Specials

•

A broader range of posting and specialist opportunities
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Recruitment
It is acknowledged that numbers of Special Constabulary officers has dropped
as many officers have joined successfully to become regular officers through
the new Norfolk 2020 local policing model. The Constabulary is focussing
now on increasing the number of Special Constabulary Officers which
includes a complete overhaul of the recruitment processes and a revamp of
our advertising practices to encourage those willing to give us their time in
supporting the policing mission.
The current number of Special Constabulary Officers is 193 and the
Constabulary currently has 38 appliants in the recruitment process. Of this
38:
• 22 are waiting to be attested
•

16 have been successful at assessment centre and are currently going
through checks (vetting, medical, references).

Two recruitment information evenings have been held in recent months, one
in King’s Lynn and one at Wymondham with a 23 prospective applicants
attending. At the time of writing, the following events are also planned:
•
•
•
•

Wednesday 26 September – Market Gates, Great Yarmouth (all day)
Wednesday 10 October – Gorleston Pavilion Theatre (7.30pm)
Monday 22 October – Yarmouth Library, Tolhouse Street (7.30pm)
Tuesday 23 October – Operation and Communication Centre,
Wymondham (6.45pm)

On 20th September 2018 the Constabulary also launched a recruitment
campaign until the hashtag #BecauseYouCan. This campaign uses a
promotional video featuring Special Sergeant Jason Crisp. The campaign
utilises the Constabulary website, other social media outlets as well as more
traditional publication outlets to reach prospective candidates.

2.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

2.1

None

3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

None
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?

Have financial implications been considered?

Have human resource implications been considered?

Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?

Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?

Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?

Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?

Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?
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STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’
N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

AGENDA ITEM: 6

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 1st October 2018

SUBJECT: Police and Crime Plan: Improve Road Safety

SUMMARY:
This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on elements of the Strategic
Policing Objectives for Priority 3: Improve Road Safety, as set in the Office of the
Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and Crime Plan
2016-2020.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

1.

SUMMARY

1.1

The numbers killed on the Norfolk road network has decreased year on year.
Between July 2017 and June 2018 there were 30 fatalities from 29 collisions,
representing a 30.2% decrease from the previous year (43 fatalities).

1.2

There were 404 Killed and Serious Injury (KSI) collisions recorded between July
2017 and June 2018. This is an increase of 5.5% compared with the same time
period the year before. The long term (5 year) average is 365, so this year is up by
10.7% compared to this figure.

1.3

There has been a year on year increase in the number of licensed cars in Norfolk.
The number of millions of miles travelled in Norfolk is continuing to increase. When
the number of KSIs is looked at compared to the distance travelled, Norfolk’s rate
has remained stable since 2013.

1.4

Norfolk County Council reports that comparison of data for traffic levels across the
Norfolk network shows a 3.5% increase since 2011, and a 1.1% increase since 2016.

1.5

The Department for Transport (DfT) have recognised that the introduction of the
CRASH (Collision Recording and Sharing) system in March 2016 is likely to have
improved the accuracy of injury severity recording and so will make comparisons to
long term data unreliable.

1.6

Norfolk Constabulary continues to work with other key Road Casualty Reduction
Partners to deliver education, enforcement and engineering work-streams designed
to positively affect driver behaviour.

2.

OVERVIEW
Killed and Serious Injury Collisions – Overview

2.1

The numbers killed on the Norfolk road network has decreased year on year.
Between July 2017 and June 2018 there were 30 fatalities from 29 collisions,
representing a 30.2% decrease from the previous year (43 fatalities).

2.2

There were 404 Killed and Serious Injury (KSI) collisions recorded between July
2017 and June 2018. This is an increase of 5.5% compared with the same time
period the year before. The long term (5 year) average is 365, so this year is up by
10.7% comparatively.

2.3

Table 1 shows that total KSI collisions have remained fairly static over the past 5
years, with a slight increase in 2016 due to the ‘CRASH effect’ (see 5.1 for details).
As a percentage of all KSI collisions, those classified as fatal accounted for 7.2%, a
23.7% decrease from the previous year.
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Table 1: Killed and Serious Injury Collisions and Fatality % by Rolling Year
Rolling Year
(01/07 – 30/06)

Fatal Collisions

Serious

Total KSI

Fatal KSI as %

2013/14

32 (35 fatalities)

321

353

9.1%

2014/15

31 (34 fatalities)

330

361

8.6%

2015/16

26 (26 fatalities)

298

324

8.0%

2016/17

38 (43 fatalities)

345

383

9.9%

2017/18

29 (30 fatalities)

375

404

7.2%

2.4

It is noted that the number of KSIs recorded in Norfolk has seen an increase but this
does not take into consideration changes in population or road traffic. The Office of
National Statistics indicates that there has been a year on year increase in the
number of licensed cars in Norfolk.

2.5

Figure 1 shows the number of millions of miles travelled in Norfolk is continuing to
increase. Figure 2 and Table 2 shows that when the number of KSIs is looked at
compared to the distance travelled, Norfolk’s rate has remained stable since 2013.

Figure 1: Number of million miles travelled

Figure 2: Number of KSIs by million
miles travelled
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Table 2: The number of KSIs and rate of KSIs by million miles travelled

3.

KILLED AND SERIOUS INJURY COLLISION CLUSTER SITES

3.1

Cluster sites are ranked based on severity of collision (1 = Slight, 2 = Serious, 3 =
Fatal) and frequency at a location based on three or more collisions within a certain
radius (30 metres in urban areas and 100 metres in rural areas). Therefore the more
serious and the greater number of collisions at a location, the higher the collision
ranking will be. It is worthy of note that this current Norfolk Constabulary definition is
focussed on where enforcement may most likely make a difference.
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3.2

Urban road traffic collisions (RTCs) are defined as those occurring within the urban
areas of Great Yarmouth, King’s Lynn and Norwich. Rural road traffic collisions are
defined as those occurring on all roads outside of these urban areas. The cluster
sites at present are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A47 Hardwick roundabout, North Runcton
A47 Road, Brundall
A140 Colman Road, Norwich
A140 Ipswich Road, Norwich
A1067 Drayton Road, Norwich
B1146 Dereham Road, Hempton

These are assessed every 6 months, so are subject to review and change.

4.

FURTHER KILLED AND SERIOUS INJURY COLLISION ANALYSIS
Rural vs Urban

4.1

404 KSI collisions were recorded in the last rolling year 2017/18, of which 203
(50.2%) occurred in urban areas and 201 (49.8%) on rural roads. Overall numbers
have ever so slightly increased from the previous year (201 urban, 182 rural),
however percentage splits are largely unchanged.
KSI Collisions Resulting in a Vulnerable KSI (pedestrian, pedal cyclist, powered twowheeler)

4.2

KSI collisions which resulted in either a pedestrian, pedal cyclist, or powered twowheelers* KSI for the year to the end of June 2018 (July 2017 to June 2018) total
224. KSI casualties from these collisions for the same period total 229.
*powered two wheelers are motor-operated vehicles powered by either a combustion
engine or rechargeable batteries. These powered vehicles can be divided into
different categories, for example mopeds, motorcycles (street, classic, performance
or super-sport, touring, custom, off-road; scooters; and e-bikes).

4.3

The average number of annual KSI collisions whereby a pedestrian, pedal cyclist, or
powered two wheeler resulted in a KSI, for the five years to end of June 2017 (July
2012 to June 2017) is 198, so this year is up 13.2%. The five year average of
vulnerable KSI casualties for the same period came to 203.

4.4

As shown in Figure 3, motor vehicles (other than two-wheeled) accounted for the
largest proportion of vehicles involved in KSI collisions (59%) in 2017/18, followed by
Motorcycles (27%), and pedal cycles (12%). Nationally, in 2016 motorcycles
accounted for 15% of KSI collisions, and pedal cycles 9.3%. In terms of vehicle
miles travelled nationally, in 2016 motorcycles accounted for 0.9%, whilst cars and
taxis accounted for 78%. This further demonstrates the disproportionately high
numbers of motorcycles involved in KSI collisions.
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Figure 3: Vehicles involved in KSI Collisions between 1st July 2017 and 30th June 2018
7
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Horses & Other

4.5

As shown in Figure 4, the biggest group of casualties in 2017/18 were vehicle drivers
at 151 (33%) followed by vehicle passengers at 76 (17%). Motorcycle rider
casualties totalled 113 (25%), comparable to the 18% seen nationally in 2016.

Figure 4: Casualties involved in KSI Collisions between 1st July 2017 and 30th June 2018
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4.6

Table 3 highlights that the number of cyclist casualties has decreased by 17% (60 to
50). However, the number of vehicle passenger casualties has increased by 25%
(61 to 76). There has also been an increase in motorcycle rider and pedestrian
casualties (+15% and +22%, respectively).
In summary, KSI casualties have shown an overall increase of 8% year on year;
however the number of fatalities has decreased by 30%.

Table 3: KSI Casualties (financial year comparisons)

Casualty
Vehicle Driver
Vehicle Passenger
Motorcycle rider
Cyclist
Pedestrians
Total

2016-17 (financial year)

2017-18 (financial year)

Fatal

Serious

Total

Fatal

Serious

Total

% Change

23
9
5
1
5
43

126
52
93
59
49
379

149
61
98
60
54
422

12
4
6
4
4
30

139
72
107
46
62
426

151
76
113
50
66
456

+1%
+25%
+15%
-17%
+22%
+8%
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Young People
4.7

KSI collisions involving young drivers (17 -24 years old) accounted for just under a
third (27.5%) of all KSI collisions in 2017/18, a slight increase from 2016/17
(underlying numbers have increased from 107 to 111). Nationally, young drivers
account for just 6.9% of all full licence holders, demonstrating that collisions involving
this age group are disproportionately high.

4.8

Collisions involving young drivers resulted in 84 casualties, of which 17 (20%) were
passengers of the young driver, and 27 (32%) were vehicle drivers. A significant year
on year increase of young driver passenger casualties has been seen (+89% from 9
to 17, please note these are still small numbers). Motorcyclist casualties have seen a
slight year on year increase of 12% (25 to 28). An overall 2.4% increase in casualties
has been seen in young driver KSI numbers

Figure 5: Young Driver Casualties 2017/18
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5.

POSSIBLE REASONS
CRASH (Collision Recording and SHaring) effect

5.1

Data shows that KSI collisions can be volatile from month to month, however, an
upward trend can be seen from February 2016, coinciding with the implementation of
the CRASH (Collision Recording and SHaring) system.

5.2

The CRASH reporting system was devised by the Home Office with the purpose of
reducing the lag time taken to report collision data nationally and make use of
technological developments to improve data capture and quality.

5.3

Since the roll out of the CRASH recording system, a number of highway authorities
using the system (including Norfolk County Council) have seen an increase in the
number of serious casualties being reported. The Department for Transport (DfT)
have advised that part of the increase is likely to be related to the CRASH system
where previous categorisation of some slight injuries may now mean they are
recorded as serious injuries. This change in recording systems makes comparisons
against long term averages unreliable although possibly now provides for a more
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accurate reflection of the severity of injuries suffered on the road network according
to the DfT definition.
Road Traffic Flows and Miles Travelled
5.4

As previously mentioned the number of millions of miles travelled in Norfolk is
continuing to increase. When the number of KSIs is looked at compared to the
distance travelled, Norfolk’s rate has remained stable since 2013.

5.5

The Norfolk County Council reports that comparisons of traffic level data from across
the Norfolk network shows a 3.5% increase since 2011, and a 1.1% increase since
2016. However, the situation is slightly different in our larger urban areas with
Norwich Inner and outer ring cordon showing no real increase and King’s Lynn and
Great Yarmouth cordons showing a 6/7% decrease since 2016.

6.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?

6.1

Norfolk Constabulary is a member of the Norfolk Road Casualty Reduction
Partnership and undertakes a number of activities outlined in the Road Casualty
Reduction Partnership (RCRP) delivery plan that considers education, enforcement
and engineering solutions designed to positively affect driver behaviour. The
Constabulary takes a lead with the following activities:

6.2

Road Casualty Reduction Team
The Safety Camera Partnership (SCP) funds a dedicated ‘Fatal 4’ offence
enforcement police motorcycle team (four officers). The Fatal 4 offences are
speeding, seat belts, mobile phones and drink/drug driving.
The Safety Camera Partnership have also supported the Op Moonshot trial in
Norwich city this summer which involved the use of Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) cameras to target criminality on the roads of Norwich. This trial
achieved 100 arrests and 165 vehicle seizures in a two month period. Following this
successful trial, a permanent Op Moonshot team will be starting in Norwich on 31
October 2018.
Later this year the SCP have funded a further four car driver officers that will utilise
ANPR to target criminality and also enforce against the ‘Fatal 4’ offences.

6.3

Use of Drug Wipes
The SCP funds the provision of road side drug wipes and associated laboratory
submissions. As a response to increased provision we now test more people for
drug driving than ever before. From April to October 2017, 340 people were detained
following a positive drug wipe with 283 convictions. The convictions have resulted in
154 weeks of imprisonment (approx. 3 years) and 3304 months (275 years and 4
months) of disqualifications.

6.4

Young Driver Education
An SCP funded member of staff coordinates the delivery of a presentation to predrivers (15-19 year olds) across the County designed to positively affect driver
behaviour.
In the year 2017/18, the Young Driver Education Presentation, “FATAL 4, It Won’t
Happen To Me” was delivered to 8,371 young people in 267 presentations in
Schools, Colleges and Attendance Centres. In addition six one-to-one “Y Di?”
presentations were delivered for the Youth Offending Team.
Over 82% of Schools and Colleges engaged this year, the remaining 18% have been
prioritised for 2018/19.
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Improvements for 2018/19 include sharing presentations with a local Pathologist,
who will raise awareness of the effects of drugs and alcohol and the need for
seatbelts to reduce injury. A number of updates to the ‘FATAL 4’ presentations are
planned, and young people will hear experiences and advice from those involved in
or dealing with collisions, as well as practical guidance on basic vehicle maintenance
and safety.
The ‘FATAL 4’ presentation, led by Norfolk Constabulary, goes from strength to
strength each year and has become a regular part of the curriculum in a large
majority of Schools and Colleges in the County.
6.5

Impact Campaign (#IMPACT)
This Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner Initiative is delivered at colleges
and similar establishments across the county. Blue light services set up the scene of
a collision and 16-18 year olds are taken through the story of a young person who
survived a serious collision.
The total number of interactions with students for the 2017/18 financial year was
1,795 from 16 presentations across 16 Colleges and Sixth Forms. Since its
introduction #IMPACT has engaged 3,736 young people who are driving or soon to
be driving.
The National Police Chiefs’ Council Christmas Drink Drive Campaign was launched
at the #IMPACT event at Springwood High School Sixth Form on 1st December
2017. This launch exposed the #IMPACT brand to a wider audience whilst engaging
in the education of young drivers.
There are currently 4 engagements planned for the 2018/19 year with the intention of
delivering approximately 12 events within this financial year.

6.6

Porsche GT4 and Evo 10 Young Driver Initiative
Norfolk Constabulary with the support of the ‘Lind Trust’ deliver an initiative designed
to attract harder to reach young drivers. Loaned Porsche and Evo sports cars are
used as an engagement tool to promote discussions about road safety. The
Constabulary has attended 46 events such as school visits and carnivals providing
positive engagement and education opportunities within a number of communities.

6.7

Safer Rider
Norfolk Constabulary regularly delivers training in conjunction with Norfolk County
Council by way of a class room input and test-ride to riders in order to improve
hazard perception and provide further considerations on staying safe.

6.8

Close Pass Scheme
This initiative targets both drivers who cause danger to cyclists and also cyclists who
commit offences likely to increase the risk of injury collisions. Camera footage is
obtained and then an educational input is offered rather than prosecution where
relevant offences are committed. Action days focus on relevant collision cluster
sites, times of day and days of the week.

7.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

None

8.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS
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8.1

None

ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)

STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’

Has legal advice been sought on this submission?

N

Have financial implications been considered?

Y

Have human resource implications been considered?

Y

Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?

Y

Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?

Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?

Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?

Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?
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Y

Y

Y

NA

P&CP Perf Metrics Priority 3 - Improve Road Safety June 2018

COUNTY
Area

Improve Road Safety

Indicator
Number of KSI collisions
Number of KSI collisions
involving vulnerable road users

Last 12 months
404
224

Long Term
Averages (3 yrs)
365
202

Difference
10.7%
10.8%

The number of Killed and Serious Injury (KSI) collisions has increased in the last 12 months compared to the long-term average.
One possible factor for this may be better recording of collision data using the CRASH (Collision Recording and Sharing) system
that came into use in 2016. Once the officer records the type of injuries suffered by the casualty, the system automatically provides
the severity classification. This might indicate that records are more accurate in the recent years than the long-term average.
The annual report on road casualties in Great Britain 2016 from the Office of National Statistics indicates that the car and taxi traffic
in 2016 increased nationally by 4.8% compared to the 2010-2014 average. For the quarter Jul-Sept 2017, traffic increased by 7%
against the 2010-2014 average. A number of major changes to the traffic in Norfolk (through the northern distributor route for
example) may also be a factor. The Department of Transport indicates that the motor vehicle traffic in Norfolk has increased by
more than 1,000 million miles since 1998 1. As well as this, there have been a number of major changes to the traffic in Norfolk
(through the northern distributor route, for example) which may also be a factor. When the number of KSIs is looked at compared
to the distance travelled, Norfolk’s KSI rate has remained stable since 2013.

1

Traffic by local authority TRA89 - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/road-traffic-statistics-tra
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P&CP Perf Metrics Priority 3 - Improve Road Safety June 2018

Vulnerable road users include pedestrians, cyclists and power two wheelers (such motorbikes and mopeds2). A disproportionately
high number of motorcycles are involved in KSI collisions. For the rolling year 2017/18, just over a quarter of KSIs recorded in
Norfolk involved a motorcycle. In terms of vehicle miles travelled nationally, in 2016 motorcycles accounted for just 0.9% of that
traffic. Compared to the previous rolling year (16/17), there was a 17% reduction in cyclist KSI casualties in 2017/18, but a 22%
increase in pedestrian KSI casualties over the same time period.
There are multiple factors that lead to road casualties including behaviour of drivers, riders and pedestrians, distance people travel
and external effects such as the weather. Road casualty information is reviewed and analysed on a regular basis to review longterm trends, to highlight accident cluster sites and to aid multi-agency working through education, enforcement and engineering
strategies.

2

Powered two wheelers are motor-operated vehicles powered by either a combustion engine or rechargeable batteries. These powered vehicles can be
divided into different categories, for example mopeds, motorcycles (street, classic, performance or super-sport, touring, custom, off-road; scooters; and ebikes).
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